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Abstract
We present VMShadow, a system that automatically optimizes the location and performance of applications based
on their dynamic workloads. We prototype VMShadow and
demonstrate its efficacy using VM-based desktops in the
cloud as an example application. Our experiments on a private cloud as well as the EC2 cloud, using a nested hypervisor, show that VMShadow is able to discriminate between
location-sensitive and location-insensitive desktop VMs and
judiciously moves only those that will benefit the most from
the migration. For example, VMShadow performs transcontinental VM migrations in ∼ 4 mins and can improve VNC’s
video refresh rate by up to 90%.
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alized applications in distributed clouds. Using virtual desktop infrastructure as an example, we show how VMShadow
can optimize the performance of such desktop clouds. Desktop clouds run virtualized desktop machines that are accessed
from thin clients using remote desktop protocols. Desktop
clouds offer an interesting use-case for VMShadow, since
desktops run a diverse set of applications, not all of which
are location-sensitive. We prototype VMShadow in a nested
hypervisor [2] and evaluate its efficacy using desktop VMs
running on a Xen-based private cloud and Amazon’s EC2.
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Figure 1: VMShadow Architecture.

Cloud computing has quickly become the paradigm for
hosting applications ranging from multi-tier web applications to individuals desktops. Today, users manually determine which cloud location to run these applications based on
broad estimates of their computation, bandwidth and latency
needs. In this work, we argue that the cloud platform, rather
than the user, is best suited for automatically determining
the best location for hosting each application in a distributed
cloud and transparently and seamlessly adjusting the mappings over time as application needs change. Towards this
end, we present VMShadow, a system to transparently and
dynamically manage the location and performance of virtu-
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Figure 2: After migration, online streaming achieves lower VNC
frame update times, directly improving user experience.

Figure 1 depicts the high level architecture of VMShadow:
(i) Fingerprinting Engine: By periodically gathering traffic
statistics from each VM, It infers location-sensitivity of VMs
using port numbers and traffic volume. (ii) Greedy Algorithm: It uses cost-benefit metrics to judiciously pick highly
location-sensitive VMs at the least cost to move, and triggers
the necessary VM migrations. (iii) Live migrator: It provides
optimized WAN-based live VM migration across different
cloud providers using optimization techniques [3] and nested
virtualization [2]. It can also limit concurrent live migrations
intensity [1] to control the impact on foreground traffic and
end-user applications. (iv) TCP connection migration: It provides live TCP connection migration to ensure seamless connectivity despite IP address changes with a connection proxy.
We have implemented a prototype of VMShadow using
Linux, Xen 4.1.1 and Xen-Blanket [2]. Our prototype is written in C and Python and consists of several interacting components (refer Fig. 1) with a centralized Cloud Manager that
manages the placement of VMs. Figure 2 shows a scenario of
VMShadow detecting an application switch from word editing to watching YouTube and then triggering a WAN desktop
migration, thereby improving the VNC refresh rate.1
1 Note

that the VNC player only sends a refresh request after receiving
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